Biology Internal Seminar Series
Fall 2018
Wednesdays 12:10-1:00pm
Just Hall, Room 320

Seminar Details:

**Format**
These will be 20-minute research talks by graduate students, undergraduate students, technicians, post-doctoral fellows or lab heads. Each talk will be followed by 5 minutes for audience questions.

**Date Assignment**
All graduate students within the Department of Biology have been included in the seminar series. In general, students present in order from most senior to newer graduate students. If you are not able to present on the assigned date, please first attempt to switch with another graduate student on the schedule or someone in your laboratory. Only then contact Dr. Allen.

**Open Slots**
Open slots are available on a first-come basis. If you are a PI who wishes to have undergraduates present, please request a slot. If you are a PI who wishes to present your own work, please also request an open slot.

**Speakers for Spring 2019** - Jerome Oliver (Robinson), Njlaa Bakhsh (Campbell), Rawan Almaghrabi (Jackson), Nujud Almuzaini (Thomas), Shifaa Alshammari (Jackson), Gretchen Johnson (Jackson), Esohe Irabor (Jackson), Kotou Sangare (Thomas), Jalisa Taylor (Eribo), Fatemah Alhakami (Thomas)
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